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Background:
Surgical procedures play an essential role in reducing population disease burden.
Previous studies have indicated low surgical incidence in low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) including India However, comprehensive understanding of distribution
of surgeries across patient demographics and different healthcare providers is missing
for India. We attempt to fill this gap by describing the incidence of inpatient surgeries
using nationally-representative survey data.

Methods:
We used data from the National Sample Survey 75th Round on Social Consumption in
Health. This is a nationally-representative cross-sectional survey with >95%
geographical coverage conducted between July 2017 to June 2018 that collected data
from 113,823 households. We measured the incident surgical rates (surgeries per
100,000 population) in the inpatient settings with respect to the following factors: age,
sex, disease categories, public/private facility of care-seeking, and rural/urban
residence. National-level sample estimates were derived for total and subgroups as per
the above factors.

Findings:
National surgical rate was 1121.741 (95% CI: 992.698, 1250.784) per 100,000 people in
India. The rate increased by around 37.391 surgeries (R2 = 0.925) for every one year of
age. We observed a significant gender gap for surgical procedures. For the age group
1-5 years, the surgical rate for females was 109.416 (97.124, 121.709) compared to
388.043 (359.233, 388.043) for males. Due to childbirth-related surgeries, the trend
reverses briefly in the reproductive age groups (20-40 years), but similar trends can be
observed in older age groups. Childbirth, gastrointestinal surgeries, and injuries are the
top three contributors to surgical procedures in females. While injuries, gastrointestinal
surgeries, and genito-urinary surgeries are the top three contributors among males. We



found a significant gap between the surgical incidence in rural (1005 per 100,000
population) and urban (1402 per 100,000 population) India, while both the sectors lag
behind the Lancet Comission’s recommended threshold of 5000 surgeries per 100,000
people. Private hospitals in urban areas contribute 3 times more surgical procedures
than their public counterparts, while in rural India, the similar ratio is around 2:1.

Interpretation:
Incident rates of inpatient surgeries are low in India and vary substantially across patient
demographics and health sectors. Urgent attention is needed towards rural public
surgical systems serving vulnerable pediatric and geriatric populations at low costs.
These findings can inform equity considerations in India’s national surgical plan.
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